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Jeanie and Frank have fallen into the overly-
comfortable routine of a steady marriage, both
involved in demanding careers with three young
children at home who are clamouring for their share
of their parents’ time. 

Just as Jeanie decides to retire from her job as a
horse trainer, deferring to her husband’s movie
industry career, one of the principals of the race
track where she works is murdered and she is
thrown back into the maelstrom of racetrack
politics and the care of the valuable horses. 

Frank’s seeming indifference to this emotional time
and the pressures of her life puts their marriage into
further jeopardy. When the entire family heads to
Jamaica for a well-earned vacation, Frank’s increasing

absences lead Jeanie to question the very foundations of
their relationship. 

Struggling with these family problems, Jeanie also
must handle the unusual bequest of  the murdered
racetrack owners’ will. This involves Jeanie taking on
ownership of the racetrack. All of this puts Jeanie in a
situation where she must make the biggest decision of
her life, bringing the novel to an exciting climax where
Jeanie has the most to lose.

Frayne’s premiere novel has all of the ingredients of the
perfect plot: friendship, romance, mystery, intrigue,
and conflict. 

-unusual racetrack setting, where women jockeys are rare, adding interest to Jeanie’s story
-author is daughter of two of Canada’s best-loved journalists, Trent Frayne and June Callwood
-this title is a Take A Joy Read, Canada! 2005 selection 
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“From the backstretches of the racetrack to the
Jamaican beaches, a persuasive and memorable
journey...”
- Muriel Lennox, author of Northern Dancer


